
























































Albert always found someone to go with him. Glenn was
frequently around, except for a period in the 1960's. Albert's
brother Martin, sister Eleanor, Maynard Holt, Herb Klang, George
Gulbranson, Clois Bristo, Warren and his daughters, and Shirley
and her children were all on trips "up north" with Albert.

Albert had everything needed for any kind of fishing. He
also had everything needed for camping and he possessed many
dozens of detailed maps.

As the years progressed, the boundaries of his search for
wilderness expanded. When people started coming to Fish Lake,
he found places off the Sawbill Trail. When people visited
our trout streams, he found new places further north around
Finland and Cramer.

Albert and his brother Martin knew a forest ranger in
Finland, Minnesota, who showed them several secret places to
catch trout. The most exciting spot he led them to required
overnight camping. A tiny two-rut fire trail meandered northward
from the Finland radar station. The trail twisted around
protruding rock formations and trees. Half fallen trees had
to be moved to prevent damage to the car-top-canoe. The trail
ended at a lowland opening. It was there we would occassionally
see a moose. The canoe would have to be carried a quarter of
a mile through lowland thickets to a swampy area where the east
branch of the Baptism River was shallow and muddy. A half mile
downstream the water became deep and the river quite wide.
These waters rewarded us like no other waters could. The river
had abundant 12 to 16 inch brookies and the area provided great
beauty where huge rocks rose. We returned to that location
many times, but the trip required enormous preparation and was
most enjoyed when we could spend a few days so one or two days
could be relaxing.

The urge to explore northern Minnesota lakes and rivers
affected Albert and uncle Martin colossally in the 1950's.
Glenn and I went along on a number of excursions. Maynard and
Vi Holt, Glenn and Dorothy with their children, and others were
also exploring around in addition to making frequent trips to
Birch Lake. Maps would be studied, boats and cars would be
loaded with all kinds of tackle and parties of two to eight
explorers would take off to seek new fishing grounds.

I was with Albert and Martin in 1952 when we tried
unsuccessfully to fish the mouth of Reservation River. After
studying a map we determined the river could be accessed a few
miles inland and upstream. While makeing our way on a small
road we encountered a man in his thirties. The friendly chap
pointed out three distant hills, explaining that great trout
fishing began around the third hill. He then told us of an
old Indian path that would take us part way there. We followed
his instructions to discover the path led to a water falls.
Below the falls we caught only rainbow trout; we caught only
brook trout above the falls.

On our next trip we learned that the man was part of a family
that lived off the land. He was the only member possessing
















































































































































































































































































